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Decommissioning of Offshore Piles Using Vibration

Mr Craig Davidson, Dr Michael Brown, Dr Andrew Brennan, Dr Jonathan Knappett

University of Dundee, School of Science and Engineering,

Dundee, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

This paper reports on an investigation of the feasibility of decommissioning offshore tubular piles with vibration. A series of 1g model pile tests using a scaled vibration source and a 400mm long open-ended steel pile were conducted in loose and dense dry sand. Under forced vibration, the pull-out load of the pile was reduced by 36% in dense sand and to the self-weight of the pile in loose sand. Back-calculation reveals a correlation between the lower tensile capacity of the pile and reduced interface friction angles during the application of vibration indicating that such a method may be valuable in future decommissioning projects.
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INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning the infrastructure used in the production of oil and gas is fast becoming an important field of activity and research as some of the World’s most prolific oil and gas fields approach the limit of economic production. The North Sea, with infrastructure in place since 1967 [ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Oil and Gas Authority</Author><Year>2016</Year><RecNum>492</RecNum><DisplayText>(Oil and Gas Authority, 2016)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>492</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90za9ewaxbp2a2vzd5wepaa9tx" timestamp="1470205805">492</key><ref-type name="Web Page">12</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Oil and Gas Authority</author></authors></contributors></foreign-keys></record></DisplayText></Note> the W...
Deep tubular piles are a preferred solution in many offshore installations. In water depths up to four hundred metres [ADDIN EN.CITE], decommissioning of offshore oil and gas facilities: a comparative assessment of different scenarios [secondary-title] decommissioning of steel piled jackets in the North Sea are designed to be fully recoverable. For example, the CNR International, Murchison field decommissioning programmes [secondary-title] which may not always be the case and pile extraction may become necessary or prove to be beneficial in some instances where future structures are designed to be fully recoverable.

Deep tubular piles are a preferred solution in many offshore installations. In water depths up to four hundred metres [ADDIN EN.CITE], decommissioning of offshore oil and gas facilities: a comparative assessment of different scenarios [secondary-title] decommissioning of steel piled jackets in the North Sea are designed to be fully recoverable. For example, the CNR International, Murchison field decommissioning programmes [secondary-title] which may not always be the case and pile extraction may become necessary or prove to be beneficial in some instances where future structures are designed to be fully recoverable.
calculation of the pull-out load of such piles, shows that a force of up to 71.6MN might be required to extract a typical pile. Notwithstanding the inherent danger of such an operation, there are very few heavy lift vessels available on the current market which can handle such massive lifts (e.g. the Heerema Thialf).

In the onshore environment, it is common practice to extract and re-use sheet piles and temporary casings via different methods, which include the application of vibration. [ADDIN EN.CITE EndNote] The use of ICP design methods for the foundations of nine platforms installed in the UK North Sea [secondary-title] Offshore Site Investigation and Geotechnics: Confronting New Challenges and Sharing Knowledge [secondary-title] The use of ICP design methods for the foundations of nine platforms installed in the UK North Sea.
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To assess the validity of the application of vibration in aiding the extraction of offshore piles driven into sand, a programme of laboratory testing of scaled models was undertaken. Preliminary experiments were conducted at a scale of 1:50 with full consideration given to scaling issues on grain size and boundary effects when selecting the sand, testing container and model pile. The effectiveness of the vibro-extraction method was investigated in loose and dense dry sand through a series of tests which established the pull-out loads of the model pile. Additionally, elements of the custom designed vibrator were varied to determine the effects of both frequency and amplitude of vibration on the extraction force.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

A model scale vibration source ([REF _Ref471463848 \^ MERGEFORMAT ]) was designed and constructed which was based on a pair of counter-rotating eccentric masses (ERM) to provide balanced, vertical sinusoidal vibration. The rotational speed, eccentricity and mass of the rotating masses were included as variables in the testing programme. To simplify the design, two identical Como Drills 719RE380 DC motors were used to drive the ERMs, controlled by a single speed regulator. The equipment as used is shown in ([REF _Ref472587337 \^ MERGEFORMAT ]). The rotational speed of the ERMs was verified at various current/voltage levels with a stroboscope and proven to be consistent between the two motors. The rotational speeds which could be achieved with the described apparatus and calculated dynamic force amplitude at each speed are shown in ([REF _Ref458166297 \^ MERGEFORMAT ]).

Figure { SEQ Figure \^ ARABIC }. Experimental setup showing pile suspended from the Instron loadcell, with vibrator attached, after a vibro-extraction test.

Table { SEQ Table \^ ARABIC }. Paired eccentric rotational mass (ERM) properties. Average values for one ERM. Offset is measured from the centre of the ERM to the centre of the 2.3mm diameter motor mounting hole. Thickness and radius are the dimensions of the ERM cylinder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERM Set</th>
<th>Thickness [mm]</th>
<th>Radius [mm]</th>
<th>Offset [mm]</th>
<th>Mass [g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure { SEQ Figure \^ ARABIC }. Schematic drawings of the vibrator: a) with the outer casing; b) without the outer casing. ERM = eccentric rotating mass.
The model pile used throughout all tests was a 400mm length (L) of austenitic stainless steel open-ended pipe, with an outer diameter (D) of 60.33mm and wall thickness of 2.77mm. The stated dimensions equate to a slenderness ratio (L/D) of 6.63. A bar with a threaded hole was welded across the top of the pile for the rigid attachment of the vibrator. A gap on either side of the bar allowed the distance to the top of the sand to be measured after installation (internally, to assess plugging). The average external surface roughness of the pile was measured at 2.90μm. The internal roughness was assumed to be the same.

HST95 sand was used for all tests. This fine grained sand has been extensively characterised in previous studies at the University of Dundee (e.g., [ADDIN EN.CITE [Cite AuthorYear="1"] [Cite Author="Jeffrey"] [Cite Year="2016"] [Cite RecNum="476"] [Cite DisplayText="Jeffrey et al. (2016)\]]), with the principal properties provided in [REF _Ref471464606]. The grain size of the sand has not been scaled in line with the other geometric aspects of the model, to preserve the material properties of the sand. [ADDIN EN.CITE [Cite Author="Garnier"] [Cite Author="Konig"] [Cite Year="1998"] [Cite RecNum="480"] [Cite DisplayText="Garnier and Konig (1998)\]]]).

Testing of the model scale vibro-extractor and pile at 1g results in significantly reduced confining stresses compared to those experienced in the field. Consequently, since the peak soil friction angles have been shown to relate to the degree of dilatation and thus, the relative density and mean effective stress conditions (Bolton 1986), it is necessary to allow for a change in peak friction angle at low confining stress. Derivation of the peak friction angle (ϕ_s) from shear box tests by [ADDIN EN.CITE [Cite Author="Jeffrey"] [Cite Author="Lauder"] [Cite Year="2002"] [Cite RecNum="479"] [Cite DisplayText="Lauder (2002)\]]] note that where D/D_0 is >50 (where D_0 is the sieve size passing 50% of the sample by mass), grain size scaling effects can be neglected. It is therefore assumed that for all tests, there are no issues (in terms of pile-soil interaction) caused by the grain size of the sand since D/D_0 is equal to 431.

Figure 1. Correlation of rotational speed and centrifugal force generated for each eccentric mass set (a to e) – see [REF _Ref472072329]\].
The sand was tested dry, such that there were no excess pore pressures generated due to the vibration. As a result, the tests represent an upper-bound on the extraction forces that would be required in a 1-g model of an offshore pile where the soil is fully saturated.

A box with internal dimensions of 500 x 468mm and 668mm depth was used for all tests. Three sides and the base were made from 16mm thick aluminium, while the remaining side was 14mm thick transparent acrylic. The dimensions of the model pile, installed to 400mm penetration depth, results in a pile to box wall diameter ratio of 7.76 and separation of 4.44 pile diameters between the pile tip and base of the box, which are in line with previous studies which suggested boundary effects would be negligible. | { ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1" >> <Author>Robinsky</Author> <Year>1964</Year> <RecNum>437</RecNum> <DisplayText>Robinsky and Morrison (1964) </DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>437</rec-number> <foreign-keys> <key>app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm909a9ewaxhp2a2vzd5wepaw9tx" timestamp="1467019912"</key> </foreign-keys> <ref-type>thesis</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Robinsky</author><author>Morrison</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sand displacement and compaction around model friction piles</title></titles><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><secondary-title>The performance of pipeline plungers</secondary-title><periodical><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><journal><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><full-volume>43</full-volume><full-number>1</full-number><year>1964</year></journal></periodical><pages>361-386</pages><isbn>0008-1792</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{min}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{max}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sand was tested dry, such that there were no excess pore pressures generated due to the vibration. As a result, the tests represent an upper-bound on the extraction forces that would be required in a 1-g model of an offshore pile where the soil is fully saturated.

A box with internal dimensions of 500 x 468mm and 668mm depth was used for all tests. Three sides and the base were made from 16mm thick aluminium, while the remaining side was 14mm thick transparent acrylic. The dimensions of the model pile, installed to 400mm penetration depth, results in a pile to box wall diameter ratio of 7.76 and separation of 4.44 pile diameters between the pile tip and base of the box, which are in line with previous studies which suggested boundary effects would be negligible. | { ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1" >> <Author>Robinsky</Author> <Year>1964</Year> <RecNum>437</RecNum> <DisplayText>Robinsky and Morrison (1964) </DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>437</rec-number> <foreign-keys> <key>app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm909a9ewaxhp2a2vzd5wepaw9tx" timestamp="1467019912"</key> </foreign-keys> <ref-type>thesis</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Robinsky</author><author>Morrison</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sand displacement and compaction around model friction piles</title></titles><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><secondary-title>The performance of pipeline plungers</secondary-title><periodical><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><journal><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><full-volume>43</full-volume><full-number>1</full-number><year>1964</year></journal></periodical><pages>361-386</pages><isbn>0008-1792</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{min}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{max}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sand was tested dry, such that there were no excess pore pressures generated due to the vibration. As a result, the tests represent an upper-bound on the extraction forces that would be required in a 1-g model of an offshore pile where the soil is fully saturated.

A box with internal dimensions of 500 x 468mm and 668mm depth was used for all tests. Three sides and the base were made from 16mm thick aluminium, while the remaining side was 14mm thick transparent acrylic. The dimensions of the model pile, installed to 400mm penetration depth, results in a pile to box wall diameter ratio of 7.76 and separation of 4.44 pile diameters between the pile tip and base of the box, which are in line with previous studies which suggested boundary effects would be negligible. | { ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1" >> <Author>Robinsky</Author> <Year>1964</Year> <RecNum>437</RecNum> <DisplayText>Robinsky and Morrison (1964) </DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>437</rec-number> <foreign-keys> <key>app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm909a9ewaxhp2a2vzd5wepaw9tx" timestamp="1467019912"</key> </foreign-keys> <ref-type>thesis</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Robinsky</author><author>Morrison</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sand displacement and compaction around model friction piles</title></titles><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><secondary-title>The performance of pipeline plungers</secondary-title><periodical><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><journal><full-title>Canadian Geotechnical Journal</full-title><full-volume>43</full-volume><full-number>1</full-number><year>1964</year></journal></periodical><pages>361-386</pages><isbn>0008-1792</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{min}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry density, ( \rho_{\text{max}} ) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Loose sand beds were prepared by stirring the sand to promote high levels of shear deformation, thus achieving critical state and a relative density \( (D_r) \) averaging 17%. An air pluviation system, with a slot pluviator, was employed to generate beds of dense sand between 77 and 81% \( D_r \).

Jacked pile installation and extraction was achieved using an Instron 5980 universal mechanical testing system set at a continuous displacement velocity of 50mm/min with a 30kN load cell. Displacement and load data were captured at a rate of 20Hz. The pile was fully embedded into the sand from a starting position ~1mm above the sand surface.

The force required to extract the model pile was investigated under three different conditions for both loose and dense sand. Initial pull-out tests with no vibration established a benchmark against which the subsequent vibro-extraction tests were compared. The vibration was applied in two different ways depending on the particular test (Table 2), for example, with both low and high frequencies, as well as being switched off for a short period during the extraction. Tests were conducted for each of the situations described (REF_Ref471464803) to prove repeatability and account for variations in sand density. Details of the subset of results presented in this paper are given in (REF_Ref471468794) to MERGEFORMAT.

Installation tests are prefixed with the letter I and extraction tests with E for monotonic and vibro-extraction methods respectively. The sand density is identified in the test number by either L or D for loose and dense states respectively.

### Table 1. Summary of the experimental programme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of test</th>
<th>Number of tests performed</th>
<th>Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Embed the pile for extraction while recreating installation effects which might influence tensile tests. Establish the axial compressive pile capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monotonic extraction</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Measure the benchmark tensile capacity of the pile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant vibro-extraction</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Measure the influence of various levels of vibration on the tensile capacity of the pile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent vibro-extraction</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Investigate the influence of vibration on the soil properties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Extract of record of experiments. \( D_r = \) relative density, \( \rho = \) bulk density, \( a_{xy} = \) ERM rotation speed, \( F_c = \) ERM dynamic force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>( D_r ) [%]</th>
<th>( \rho ) [kg/m³]</th>
<th>Extraction type</th>
<th>ERM set</th>
<th>( a_{xy} ) [Hz]</th>
<th>( F_c ) [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-D-03</td>
<td>77.07</td>
<td>1714.74</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-D-04</td>
<td>77.32</td>
<td>1712.57</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-L-05</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-L-06</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-L-07</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-L-08</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-01</td>
<td>77.95</td>
<td>1714.46</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>81.62</td>
<td>72.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-02</td>
<td>81.49</td>
<td>1725.03</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>44.70</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-03</td>
<td>78.88</td>
<td>1712.69</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>55.40</td>
<td>66.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-04</td>
<td>77.92</td>
<td>1719.99</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>80.27</td>
<td>56.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-02</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>82.83</td>
<td>74.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-03</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>82.62</td>
<td>72.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-04</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>64.32</td>
<td>45.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-16</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>34.97</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E-18</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1531.38</td>
<td>Vibro</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>53.75</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LABORATORY TEST RESULTS: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Pile Installation

In all tests, the pile was observed to plug during installation approximately 220mm displacement, with no discernible difference in the average incremental filling ratio (IFR) between tests in loose and dense sand (final plug height above pile tip ranged from 220-249mm with average IFR of 58 and 60% for loose and dense sand respectively). This result contrasts with scale model experiments, using a 42.7mm outside diameter pile, by [ ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1" > <Author>Paik</Author> <Year>2003</Year> <RecNum>536</RecNum> <DisplayText>Paik and Salgado (2003)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>536</rec-number> <foreign-keys> <key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90z9e9waxbp2a2vzd5wepaa9tx" timestamp="1471104900">536</key> </foreign-keys> <ref-type>Article</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Paik, K.</author><author>Salgado, R.</author></authors></contributors><title>Determination of Bearing Capacity of Open-Ended Piles in Sand</title><journal>Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering</journal><volume>127</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates></periodical></ref> who determined that IFR increased from 55 to 75% as the relative density was increased from 21 to 90% when installing the model pile by means of impact from a hammer. Similarly, [ ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1" > <Author>Lehane and Gavin</Author> <Year>2001</Year> <RecNum>212</RecNum> <DisplayText>Lehane and Gavin (2001)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>212</rec-number> <foreign-keys> <key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90z9e9waxbp2a2vzd5wepaa9tx" timestamp="1455616463">212</key> </foreign-keys> <ref-type>Article</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Lehane, BM</author><author>Gavin, KG</author></authors></contributors><title>Base resistance of jacked pipe piles in sand</title><journal>Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering</journal><volume>127</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>2001</year></dates></periodical></ref> found that the initial relative density of dry sand was a controlling factor in the plug length of 40-114mm diameter piles which were jacked into sand using 40-80mm length strokes. It is therefore suggested that the continuous jacking method employed herein is a more dominant factor than relative density in the development of the observed final plug length.

Installation of the pile into loose sand resulted in the head of the pile being level with the surface of the sand. However, installation of the pile into dense sand resulted in significant dilation, such that, by the end of driving, soil dilation had radiated outwards to the edge of the model container to such a point that the top of the sand surface, measured at the edge of the box, was approximately 4-5mm above the starting position, rising to around 10mm at the pile. The observation of sand dilation occurring at the boundary of the box implies that the boundary conditions may not be suitable near surface.

Monotonic Extraction

Monotonic pull-out tests were conducted in both loose and dense sand to determine the baseline pile capacity and extraction behaviour without the application of vibration at any stage. The self-weight of the pile and vibrator was subtracted from the measured extraction load to give the net tensile load, Q. In a comparison of the load-displacement curves of each of the monotonic extractions, shown in [ REF_Ref471465124 ] \& MERGEFORMAT, it is apparent that the density of the sand plays an important role in the tensile capacity of the pile, with a ~350% increase observed in the peak capacity of dense over loose sand. The post-peak decay in capacity can be seen to follow the same trend for both densities as the extraction progresses, with curves from all tests converging at a load of approximately 18N by a displacement of 270mm ([ REF_Ref471465124 ]). At around 250mm displacement, each curve reduces at a faster rate over a distance of around 20mm. For each test, as the pile is extracted the starting point of this behaviour occurs as the pile tip reaches the depth of the internal sand plug as measured after installation. This observation indicates that: 1) the weight of the plug is such that the plug remains stationary relative to the model container/sand during extraction; 2) the internal shaft friction must contribute to the overall shaft friction; 3) the shaft friction after this point is solely comprised of the external friction component.

Vibro-extraction

In measuring the efficacy of the vibro-extraction method, a number of metrics can be considered in the qualification of the results including the maximum tensile capacity, as defined by the peak measured load, and the total energy required, quantified by the work done in extracting the pile.

In loose sand, a total of five tests were conducted with vibration applied immediately before extraction started and for the total duration of the extraction test. The dynamic force applied by the pile head vibrator was varied by changing either the rotational speed or the eccentric mass properties ([ REF_Ref472072329 ] & [ REF_Ref458166297 ] \& MERGEFORMAT) to achieve the results as presented in the load-displacement curves of [ REF_Ref472332516 ] In terms of the tensile capacity of the pile, as indicated by the peak load, it can be seen that with the application of sufficient vibration, the capacity can be reduced to little more than the self-weight of the pile shown by test VE-L-02, which has a net peak load of only 1.45N, some 0.8% of the net pile capacity seen in test E-L-06 (benchmark pull-out data with no vibration). This significant reduction in extraction force occurs even in the absence of positive excess pore pressures which might be induced by the vibration (sand is dry). By reducing the vibrational energy imparted to the pile (lowering the rotational speeds and varying the ERM properties) it can be seen in [ REF_Ref472332379 ] that there is an increase in tensile pile capacity with the lowest possible applied vibration resulting in a peak in the load-displacement curve only 10% lower than the baseline monotonic extraction.

Six continuous vibro-extraction tests were conducted in dense sand, with the load-displacement curves for three of the tests shown in [ REF_Ref472332465 ] along with a reference curve from monotonic test E-D-03 for comparison. Peak tensile capacity under the influence of vibration can be seen to reduce by approximately 30-40% in all but one test when compared to E-D-03. As above, this reduction occurs even in the absence of any positive excess pore pressures which may develop in a fully saturated soil due to the vibrations, which may further reduce the extraction force. Each of the tests employed different levels of dynamic force as in the loose tests. To allow comparison of the results the tensile capacity for loose and dense tests were normalised by the corresponding monotonic tensile capacity, as shown in [ REF_Ref471465775 ] \& MERGEFORMAT.
A clear trend is apparent in both loose and dense conditions – that increased vibration leads to a reduction in the tensile capacity of the pile (even in the absence of any vibration-induced excess pore water pressures). Furthermore, it is evident that the amount of reduction in pull-out load is heavily dependent on the density of the sand. The dramatic reduction in pile capacity to the self-weight of the combined pile and vibrator seen in loose sand is not replicated in dense sand under the same applied vibration. This observation is consistent with the experience of vibro-piling activities where the rate of penetration increases as the relative density decreases (Holeyman and Michiels, 2006).
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The observed increase in pull-out force (shaft resistance) after the application of vibration indicates densification of the sand immediately
adjacent to the pile due to the preceding vibration. It is further suggested that this effect is more pronounced in the internal soil plug than in the sand surrounding the external surface of the pile as it can be seen that in tests VE-L-05 and VE-L-06 in { REF_Ref472001423 [1] } that the tensile load converges with the monotonic extraction test (E-L-06) at the point where there is no longer any sand inside the pile (~240mm displacement). Any changes in the sand, assumed to be densification, caused by the initial vibration followed by stopping, are overcome in each case where vibration of the pile was resumed, as in test VE-L-19. Densification is widely described in relation to vibro-compaction methods used in soil improvement procedures and can be related to cyclic shearing of the soil { ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Massarsch</Author><Year>2002</Year> <RecNum>233</RecNum><DisplayText>(Massarsch, 2002)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>233</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rvws2xtpm90za9ewaxbp2a2vzd5wepaaw9tx" timestamp="1455622617">233</key></foreign-keys><ref-type>Conference Proceedings">10<ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Massarsch, K</author><authors><author>Rainer</author><contributor> <title>Effects of vibratory compaction</title><secondary-title>TransVib 2002 – International Conference on Vibratory Pile Driving and Deep Soil Compaction</secondary-title><title><pages>33-42</pages></title><year>2002</year></cite></EndNote></ref-type></ref-type></contributor></authors></title></secondary-type><title>TransVib 2002</title><pages>33</pages><year>2002</year></record></cite></EndNote></Cite><Author>Massarsch</Author><Year>2002</Year> <for each monotonic extraction test, the earth pressure coefficient was calculated to match the calculated and measured tensile pile capacity. To determine which of the parameters controlling the tensile capacity of the pile (i.e., the shaft friction) are influenced by the forced vibration of the pile, it is necessary to first establish values of these parameters during monotonic (no vibration) extraction. The shaft friction ($Q_s$) of a pile in sand is calculated from equations { REF_Ref471903539 [2] } and { REF_Ref471908755 [3] }. With known values of the interface friction angle and soil density (and hence effective vertical stress), the lateral earth pressure coefficient is assumed to be the only unknown variable in equation { REF_Ref471908755 [3] }. By varying $K$ until the calculated pile capacity is equal to the measured capacity, it is possible to determine an average value of earth pressure coefficient for use in calculating the tensile capacity in various densities of sand and furthermore to back-calculate the interface friction angle during the vibro-extraction tests.

$$Q_s = f(z) \cdot A_s$$

where;

$$Q_s = \text{pile shaft capacity [N]}$$

$$f(z) = \text{unit shaft friction [N/m}^2\text{]}$$

$$A_s = \text{side surface area of the pile [m}^2\text{]}$$

The work done in extracting the pile was calculated for all experiments where the pile was vibrated for the full duration of extraction only, as well as for all of the monotonic pull-out tests. A number of salient features are apparent in the results, shown in { REF_Ref471466033 [4] }\n\nMERGEFORMAT}. Firstly, the amount of work done to extract the pile monotonically is significantly greater, at around 234% more, in dense sand than in loose. Secondly, the mechanical energy required to extract the pile while vibration was applied is not significantly different between the loose and dense cases, with the test at the highest dynamic force in dense sand requiring similar mechanical energy requirements to the tests in loose sand. Finally, beyond an applied centrifugal force of 7N, there is little further to be gained by increasing the centrifugal force in loose sand. This behaviour is repeated in dense sand, where no significant reduction in the work done occurs in tests with vibration levels greater than 20N centrifugal force, further indicating the effect of dilation.
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**Figure 1** Work done in extracting the model pile, with and without vibration, in loose and dense sand.
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capacities as shown in [REF Ref4719955516 'h']. These findings are inline with those of [ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Jeffrey</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>2016</Year> <RecNum>476</RecNum> <DisplayText>Jeffrey et al. (2016)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>476</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1469292075">476</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Journal Article">17</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Jeffrey, John</author><author>Brown, Michael</author><author>Knappett, Jonathan</author><author>Adam</author><author>Ball, Jonathan</author><author>David</author><author>Caucis, Karlis</author></contributors><titles><title>CHD pile performance: part I-physical modelling</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Meyerhof</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1976</Year> <RecNum>540</RecNum> <DisplayText>Meyerhof (1976)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>540</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471699195">540</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Journal Article">17</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Meyerhof, GG</author><author>Kaaden, Alan</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Bearing capacity and settlement of pile foundations</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>S</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>S</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> 

With the calculated earth pressure coefficients, the potential reduction in the sand-steel interface friction angles during vibration of the pile was investigated. The procedure described above in calculating $K_\alpha$ was repeated, but using the reported average values of $K$ and varying $\beta$ until the calculated tensile capacity matched the measured capacity of the vibro-extraction tests. The results of this process in both loose and dense sand are shown in [REF Ref471996890 'h']. The results demonstrate that the forced vibration of the pile can significantly reduce the interface friction angle, with values approaching zero (0.11°) in the loose tests with over 70N dynamic force. Even at low levels of vibration in loose sand, large reductions in the interface friction angle are apparent with over a 60% ($\delta < 3 \sigma$) reduction at 7N centrifugal force. In dense sand, the reduction in interface friction angle is both less pronounced and less immediate than observed in loose sand, requiring over 10N dynamic force to initiate a reduction in the interface friction angle. Above 20N of dynamic force, the reduction in interface friction angle appears to plateau at 30% ($\delta < 20$) as shown in [REF Ref471996890 'h'], suggesting that the amount of force imparted by the vibrator is insufficient to overcome dilation of the dense sand.

The results discussed above are directly comparable to results from other 1g experiments conducted in relation to the handling of granular materials. [ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> <Cite AuthorYear="1"> <Author>Kaaden</Author> <Author> </Author> <Year>1975</Year> <RecNum>538</RecNum> <DisplayText>Kaaden (1975)</DisplayText> <record> <rec-number>538</rec-number> <foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="rws2xtpm90a9ewaxbp2a2vzd5weepaw9tx" timestamp="1471524169">538</key></foreign-keys></ref-type> <name="Thesis">32</ref-type> <contributors><authors><author>Kaaden</author><author>Kaaden, Alan S</author></contributors><titles><title>Gravity flow of some steelmaking raw materials with particular reference to the effects of vibration</title><secondary type><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote> 

and are considered to be a close approximation of the values of the interface friction between the pile and sand during the vibrated pull-out tests.
CONCLUSIONS

The application of high frequency, low amplitude vibration to a 60mm diameter, 400mm long model embedded in dry sand was observed to substantially reduce the peak pull-out force. At sufficient levels of vibration (over 70N dynamic force), the tensile capacity of the pile was effectively reduced to zero, leaving only the self-weight of the pile and attached equipment. Under the same vibratory influence, the peak tensile capacity of the pile installed in dense sand was reduced by 31%. These significant reductions in extraction load were observed even in the absence of any positive excess pore water pressures that might be generated in a field case due to the effects of the vibrations.

Through examination of historic and recent research into the effects of vibration on granular media and the back calculation of the lateral earth pressure coefficient and interface friction angle, from test results of this investigation, it was demonstrated that vibration apparently reduces the interface friction angle by an amount which depends on the density of the sand and magnitude of vibration. The reduction was greatest in loose sand, with the apparent interface friction angle decreasing from 27 to <0.5o.

Similar to the beneficial results reported by Zefirova et al. (2012) for vibration-assisted pipeline ploughing, from the results of this investigation it is suggested that there is significant potential in the application of vibration to aid in the efficient decommissioning of offshore piles. Substantially reduced pull-out loads can be achieved, even in the absence of potential positive excess pore water pressures, which may allow for the extraction of piles previously considered too difficult or expensive to remove.
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